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1.1 Plan of work 
The title of this work is The Phonology of C i M .  The work is divided into six 
chapters, comprising an introductory chapter and five main chapters. Chapter one 
introduces the work by stating the aim of study, the motivation of choice of topic, 
the scope of study, the location of C i h b 5 ,  the literature review and the 
methodology used. Chapter two discusses the tones in Ciriimb5, establishing 
tonemes and examining the tonal processes in Cidmb5. Chapter three, examines 
the Cirimb5 vowel sounds in order to establish the distinctive vowel sounds in the 
language. Chapter four discusses the C i r h b 5  consonant sounds in a bid to 
establish the distinctive consonant sounds. Chapter five treats the syllabic structure 
of C i r h b 5  words, as we11 as problems encountered during the interpretation of 
the data collected. Chapter six concludes the work But before concluding the 
work, it makes an orthography proposal for the cirBmb5 language, which includes 
an alphabet and orthographic rules. 
1.2 Aim of study 
The aim of this work is to describe the phonology of Cidmb5. The work also sets 
out to stir up the standardisation process for Cir2mb5 by making an orthography 




The primary motivation for this study, is the desire to see African languages 
developed, that is the desire to transform all African languages from their oral 
forms to the written forms. 
The secondary motivation for this study is obviously acadekc. This \ refers to the 
need to do a research work of this nature in o?der to fully complete the present post 
graduate stage. 
\ 
1.4 Scope of work 
As alread mentioned in the aim of study, this work describes the phonology of 
CiAnb5. The sounds of Grhmb5.are consonants, vowels and tones. These 
sounds are analysed within the structural and generative theoretical frameworks of 
linguistic analysis. In addition to analysing sounds of Cirhmb5, the work proposes 
an alphabet and orthographic rules for writing cirhmb5. 
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1.5 Location of C i h b 6  
In this location, we treat the geographical location of Cirhmb5, we give a brief 
history and linguistic classification of the language. 
1.5.1 Geographical location 
Cirhmb5 is a language spoken in Ndop sub-Division in the Ngo-ketunja Division 
of the North West Province of Cameroon. 
Figure 1 below on page 4 locates Ngo-ketunja Division in Cameroon. It is one of 
the seven divisions in the North West Province of Cameroon. According to SIL 
sources, quoted in Barbara F. Grimes (ed.) (1992), Clrkmb5 is spoken by 14,500 
3 
people. This figure should be much higher now, given that it dates right back to 
?!A@&4 
' 1  
1992. Gr%mb5 actually counts 19 vtltages situated to the south East of Ndop. 
These 19 villages are mainly involved in the farming of maize, groundnuts, and in 
fishing. Ciriirnb5 is bounded to the North by the Bamunka village, to the West by 
Bamali, Bali kumbat and Bafanji, to the south by Foumbot and to the East by 
Bangolan and Babessi. 
Figure 2 below on page 5 presents C i h b 5  here referred to as Bambalang in the 
midst of its neighbours. Figure 3 on page 6 presents the Bambalang village in its 
entirety. 
1.5.2 Brief history of fi&nM 
The speakers of C i r h b 5  are called the mbaw-yakum people. These people 
are believed to have originated from a place called Ndobo from which the name 
Ndop comes. From the beginning, there were two quarters in Mbaw-yakum which 
were called Mbatlh and Mbashlh. Other quarters like Ntaw-pri and Mbashie came 
during the wars and after migration. 
The Mbaw-yakum people migrated to Banso, then to Foumban and then 
some of them came back to the present location of Mbaw-yakurn. Since the origin 
of the maw-yakum village, many Fons have ruled it. So far, 21 Fons have ruled 
the Mbaw-yakum people (Tanjoh George, 2000:8). The Maw-yakum people have 
a well-organised traditional system of government. The chief, who is the head of 
the village, shares his authority with several elders who assist him in governing the 
village. The government consists of three bodies, the Royals headed by the Fon; 
the kweifulng a secret society which is composed exclusively of men, the 
kweifulng exercises its powers even over the Fon; and the Tanteush who are the 
quarter heads. The village is divided into quarters for easy administration and each 
of the quarters is placed under a Tanteush. As we have already said above, there 
are about 19 quarters in Mbaw-yakum. 
1.5.3 Linguistic classification 
If we classify C i h b 5  following Greenberg’s genealogical classification of 
African languages, we can trace C i b 5  f?om the Niger-kordofanian phylwq to 
the Benue Congo family, to the Western Grassfield Bantu sub-branch, to the Noun 
group and fmaIly to C i h b 5  itself. C i r h b 5  has just one dialect known as small 




different languages like Baba I, Bamali, Bangolang, Bafanji and Barnunkumbit 
(Popandze, 1989). These languages are neighbouring languages to C i r b b 5  and 
belong to the same group, that is, the Noun group as Cirkmbj. 
Niger kordofanian phylum 
1 
Niger Congo sub phylum 
I + 




Western grassfield sub branch 
Noun group 
1.6 Literature review 
Linguistic works in the cidmb5 language are almost non existent. We only count 
three linguistic works in Cirhb5.  These are A Rapid apDraisal survey of 
Bambalang by Grant Caroline, (1993), Ethnolome by Babara F. Grimes (1992) 
and A dialectometrical study of lanmapes in Ndop plain by Popandze N. Julius 
(1989). 
Grant (1993) in A Rapid appraisal survev in Bambalang makes a sociolinguistic 
survey, which is only limited to some data and the geographical and socio- 
economic situation of Cidrnb5 and its speakers. 
-- 
9 
7 . Grimes (1992) in Ethnologue, simply lists the geographical and linguistic * +  
classification of Cirhmb5 as well as its other appellations. These other 
appellations are Bambalang and Mbaw-yakum. 
Popandze (1989) in A dialectometricd study of lanrmages in Ndou ulain brings out 
some pertinent information on the nature and the relationships amongst various 
languages in the Ndop plain. It considers the languages to belong to three distinct 
groups, the Noun group, Ring group and an undetermined group in which the 
Balikumbat language belongs. It classifies Cirhmb5 under the Noun group. The 
important point made in this study about Cirkmb5, is that it is a language on its 
own and not a dialect, of any other language. We therefore fmd that the three 
linguistic works above, are mainly concerned with the classification of C3rhnb5. 
None of the works have made a study of the phonology of Cirhmb5, not to talk of a 
detailedstudy as we are planning to do. 
Other books do exist about cirBmb5, some of which are A Brief Historv of 
Mbaw-Yakum by Tanjoh George (2000). He tells the history of the Mbaw-Yakum 
people, from their origin, to the various forms of migration and to their 
resettlement in the present site. He also discusses the traditional set up of the 
Mbaw-Yakum society. 
We have Rural Market Systems in Ndop Area by Ghogomu F.Banda (1987). In 
this work, he discusses the factors that account for foodstuff production in Ndop 
area. He examines in detail, the functional operation of the Bambalang fish market 
and problems faced by those markets. 
The above literature review, indicates that there is a great need to study C i h b 5  





By methodology, we mean two things; the theoretical framework within which the 
analysis is done, and the practical methodology which consists in the collection of 
the data, its analysis and its interpretation. 
1.7.1. Theoretical framework 
This work is written within the theoretical framework of structural an&gaiem3e 
analyses. The structural approach to linguistic analysis has a good number of 
proponents who date right back to the father of modern linguistics Ferdinand de 
Saussure and also Troubetzkoy. In relation to phonology, part of the structural 
principles we have used in the phonological analysis can be found in Gaston Canu 
and Patrick Renaud (1971) and Kenneth Lee Pike (1 949). These principles consist 
in working from a phonetic inventory to a phonic chart, to the establishment of 
suspicious pairs, to the establishment of minimal and near minimal pairs and to the 
contextual analysis of sounds. These principles &e also recently elaborated in 
Essono (1998: 90-91). This approach permits us to study the contrastive sounds or 
phonemes in Ciriimb5. The Generative approach has been used to analyse tones 
and syllabic structure. 
/ 
1.7.2. Data collection, interpretation and analysis 
A data of about 1000 words was collected for the present analysis. This data was 
collected using the word list established by Grebe (1980). The data was collected 
on the field from a main informant and secondary informants. The role of the 
secondary informants, was mainly the verification of the data collected. The data 
so collected was classified into nouns and verbs and into various syllable goups. 
An inventory of all the s o w 9  this data was made and then submitted to a 
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CHAPTER TWO 
TONES 
This chapter is divided into 5 sections. The fist section discusses tone as an 
African Language phenomenon. The second section is the tone inventory in which 
an inventory of all C i r b b 5  tones is made. The third section discusses contrastive 
tones on C i r h b 5  nouns and verbs and other contrastive tones. The fourth section 
treats grammatical and phonological tone processes in C i h b 5  and the fifth 
section discusses tonemes. 
2.1 Tone languages 
Tone is defined as a prosodic feature that represents the relative but significant 
height ef the voice during the production of a syllable. Donald A Burquest (1 998) 
talking about tone says that 
“The phenomenon most commonly having its domain as the syllable is tone” 
In this wise, he considers tone languages to be those which make use of differences 
in pitch to distinguish lexical items. C i h b 5  as an African language and 
especially a Bantu language manifests tone, so it i s  a tone language. In relation to 
tone languages, Pike (1945) has this to say: 
“a tone language is that which has lexically signlJicant, contrastme but 
relative pitch on each syllable ”. 
The idea of pitch being lexically significant refers to its capacity to distinguish 
between meanings of words. Accordingly, any change in syllable pitch leads to a 
change in the meaning of this syllable word. In tone languages, tones have the 
same distinctive value as consonants and vowels. 
12 
2.2 Tone Inventory 
In Cirhb5,  we made an inventory of five tones on syllables. These five tones 
could be divided into level tones and contour tones. 
2.2.1 Level tones 
Level tones are produced when the musical height of the voice does not vary 
during the production of a syllable. There are three level tones : High, Mid and 
Low in Cihmbj. 
2.2.1.1 The High Tone 
The high tone is marked with an acute accent ['I 




2.2.1.2 The low tone 
It is marked with a grave accent f 1 




2.2.1.3, The mid tone 
It is marked with a macron [-I 
Example: [fQl grave 
[ W m i ]  cross 
[mamYj] knife 1 
C A i q  - \.3 !@If\ 
c 
2.2.2 Contour tones 
It is that which the musical height of the voice varies during its emission on a 
syllable. 
2.2.2.1 The Rising tone 
It is marked as a Low-high combination ["  ] 




2.2.2.2 The Falling tone 
It is marked with a circumflex accent [ A 3 
Example: @5] hand 
soil ,. I .  . . .2 -  L , sky ;r. ;5 - DEI [I261 ~- 
rkI1 tongue 
2.3 Phonic tone table 
2.4 Contrastive tones in Cirhbj.  
Contrastive tones are those which orchestrate meaning changes in words. About 
contrastive pitch, Pike (1967) says: 
"By contrast we mean that one thing is differentporn another thing within a 
functional system. The contrastive lexical units in tonal analysis are 
tonemes. In tone languages the pitch contrasts or signiJicant pitch 
14 
diflerences entail one pitch being kept dij’ierent or sepaate from another 
pitch in the immediate context”. 
In Cirhmb5, we observed pitch contrasts or contrastive tones at the levels of nouns, 
verbs and others. 
2.4.1 The Hi& tone or / ’/ or H 
It gets its pertinence through the following contrast: 
H/M 
\ .  
[mbi] mosquito [mbi] mole y -‘ -- 
[li-t5?5] want [li-t5?2] stick for cleaning 
[mbitll answer [mbitll to a f f m  
HiL &] scorpion & ~ i ]  millipede 
[mb5nnli] hate [mbknli] enemy 
@I salt [E] or 
[mbi] mosquito [mb’i] outside 
[ri-d3i] to know [ri-dji] hunger 
2.4.2 The Mid tone or 1-1 or M 
It is revealed as a toneme through the following contrasts 
M/H seen in HIM 
m [mba?2] fog [mbaa] hook 
M/F [%I grave r f i 1  mole C 
2.4.3 The Low tone or I ‘I or L 
Its tonemic status is seen through the following contrasts. 
L/M -seen in MIL 
LEI seeninH/L 
2.4.4 The Risin,q tone or lv/ or R 
It gets its pertinence through the following contrasts 
15 
R/H seenin WR 
2.4.5 The falling tone or /"/ or F 
It gets its pertinence through the following contrasts : 
F M  s e e n i n w  
F/H seeninWF 
From the contrastive analyses of cirkmb5 tones above, we establish the following 
tone contrasts: lowhid, high/low, LgWfalling, lughhmg and mid/falling. These 
contrasts help us toestabliskthe following tonemes in Ciriirnb5 i 
In the previous section, we have discussed that a change from one tone to another 
brings about a complete change in meaning. However, we equally observed tonal 
changes especially on verbs that did not cause a change in meaning. Rather, these 
changes result in the modification of the tense of the verb, thus playing a 
grammatical function. We can illustrate this with the two verbs below. 
a) nd3i 'to eat' 
b) ndfqu 'to beg' 
From above, the verbs are in their infinitive forms. In the inh t ive  forms, the 
tone of the verb is high-low which is realised as a contour on monosyllabic verbs 
and as two level tones. high and low, on disyllabic verbs. 
In the present tense, we can conjugate the verb 'to eat' as below 
a) ii c6 ndgt pin2 "I am eating corn fufu" 
i 
I -  Po-eat - fufu 
b) ti c6 ndj, pink 
you- Po - eat- fufu 
c) 2 c6 ndjt pin2 
yeu-Po- eat- fuh 
d) pija c6 ndjt pink 
w 
we -Po - eat - fufu 
e) p’t c6 ndjt pin2 
you- Po - eat - fufu 
f) pfiy~? c6 ndjt pink 
They- Po-eat- hfu 
16 
“you are eating corn fuW 
“He is eating corn hiif 
“we are eating corn fuW 
cGyoi are eating corn f u ~  
“They are eating corn fuf? 
In the data above, the verb “to eat “changes fi-om the high low contour tone in the 
infinitive to the low tone in the present tense. Po above refers to the present tense. 
Equally, the verb to beg changes as below 
2.5.2 Tone Simplification. 
a) ?I ci, n d h t i  pilEj “I am begging groundnuts” 
‘ I- Po - bey - groundnuts’ 
b) i, c6 n d t i g ~  pilgj “ YOU are begging groundnuts” 
you- Po-bg- groundnuts’ 
c) 2 c6 ndtigti pilEj “ He is begging groundnuts” 
he- Po- leg- groundnuts 
d) $jfi c6 ndCqti pilEj “we are begging grqndnuts” - 
we - Po- beg - groundnuts 
e) pi c6 ndiiqc pilEj “you are begging grobdnuts” 
you - Po - beg - groundnut 
17 
f) pfiyfi c6 ndwe pGj “They are begging groundnut” 
They - Po - beg - groundnuts 
Above, we find that in the present tense (Po) the verb ‘to beg’ equally changes 
fiom the high-low infinitive tone to a low -low tone. These tonal changes on the 
verbs can be said to be coming from the Po marker which we posit here to be a low 
floating tone (L) on the first syllable of the verb. This Po low floating tone docks 
on monosyllabic verbs like eat above following the docking process below. 
& + H - L  L-L  *_ 
~ 
Above is the docking process which says that a low floating tone plus a falling 
tone yields simply a low tone. With disyllabic verbs as above, the docking process 
is almost similar as shown below 
& + H + L  __+ L - L  
The docking process above says that a floating low tone plus a high tone plus a low 
tone on disyllabic verbs yields a low- low scheme on the verb. 
We can also verify this docking process for tones that are just low in the infinitive 
as below. 
a) ny8 “to cook” 
b) tb?bw ‘To fetch ” 
These verbs are conjugated respectively as below 
2.5.3 Tone Lowering 
a) fi c6 ny8 pi& “I am cooking filfu” 
I- PO - cook - fufu 
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b) b c6 ny2 pin2 
YOU - PO - cook - fufu 
c) & c6 ny2 pin5 
He - Po - cook - fufu 
d) p’ij& c6 ny& pin& 
we - Po - cook - fufu 
e) pi c6 ny2 pin2 
YOU - PO - cook - f ~ f u  
f) p~Iyii c6 ny2 pin2 
they - Po - cook - hfu 
“you are cooking fuW 
“He is cooking hfu” 
“we are cooking ful” 
“you are cooking fuW 
“They are cooking hfu” 
Above, we find that the docking process of the floating Po low takes place as 
below : 
This means that the floating low plus the lexical low gives a low tone. 
This tone lowering occurs with disyllabic verbs as shown below : 
a) h c6 tb?bw gki 
I -Po - fetch - water 
b) b c6 tb’lbw qk5 
you - Po - fetch - water 
c) 2 c6 tb?bw gki 
he -Po - fetch -water 
d) pi@ c6 tb7bw IJE 
we -Po - fetch -water 
e) pi c6 tb?bw IJE 
“I am fetching water” 
“You are fetching water” 
“He is fetching water” 
“We are fetching water” 
“You are fetching water” 
19 
you - Po - fetch - water 
f) pliyli c6 th?hw IJE 
They -Po - fetch - water 
“they are fetching water” 
In the data above, we find that the result of the docking process on disyllabic low 
tone verbs is still a low as shown below : 
&. + L +L = LL 
This is, a floating low plus a low and plus a low gives a low- low on disyllabic 
verbs. 
In the past tense, the tone of the verb ‘to eat’ becomes as below : 
2.5.4 Tone Raising 
a) r d  nd31 pina “I ate corn fuW 
I - PI - eat - fufu 
b) i, rii nd3i p’mk “you ate corn fufu” 
you PI - eat -hfu 
c) k rii nd3i p1na “he ate corn fufu” 
he- PI- eat - f~& 
d) pij6 12 nd3i pin2 “we ate corn fuW 
we - PI - eat -fUfu 
e> $ rii n d g  pin& “you ate corn fuW 
you -PI - eat -hfu 
f) p~Iyii rii nd3i pink “They ate corn fufu” 
They -PI -eat-fufu 
Above, we observe that in the past tense, the verb ‘to eat’ surfaces with a high 
tone. The verb “to beg” equally surfaces with a high-high tone as shown below. 
20 
a) n d h 6  pilzj 
I-begged-groundnuts 
b) 6 ligfi piEj 
you-begged-groundnuts 
c) B I h u  piEj 
he-begged-groundnuts 
d) $Jk l ~ f i  piEJ 
we- beg-groundnuts 
e) p’t lfigu pilEJ 
you-beg-groundnuts 
r) pfiyfi lhyi pili5j 
They -beg-groundnuts 
“I begged groundnuts” 
“you begged groundnuts” 
“he-begged-groundnuts” 
“we begged groundnuts” 
“you begged groundnuts” 
“They begged groundnuts” 
A/ becomes [nd] when it occurs word initially. 
In the case of the past tense, we notice that all monosyllabic and disyllabic verbs 
surface in this position as high or high-high. This situation parallels the earlier Po 
situation in that all verbs were realised as low or low-low. We may therefore come 
out with the following tonal phenomena processes below: 
a) verb becomes low in the present tense 
b) verb becomes high in the past tense 
The processes above seem to work well because it is as if tones are always 
replaced on the verb be it monosyllabic or disyllabic, in each tense. 
To verify, whether this tone replacement is common for all tenses, let us examine 
the future tense below. 
a) SE nd3i pin2 “I will eat corn fufu” 
21 
1- F1 - eat - fufu 
b) 6 shi rids pin& “you will eat corn hfu” 
you- F,-eat - fifu 
e) B shi ndg  pin2 “he will eat corn fbW’ 
he- F1- eat - fufu 
d) @jh shi ndg pin& “he will eat corn fbW’ 
we- F1- eat-hi% 
e) p‘t shi nd3? pin2 “you will eat corn fUW 
you-F,- eat -fufb 
g} piyh sl-5 ndg  pin& “They will eat corn ful” 
They- F 1- eat -fuh 
As the verb “to eat” features with the mid tone above, so too does the verb “to beg” 
feature with the mid tone below: 
a) shi ndWU pili5j “I will beg groundnuts” 
l-F1-beg - groundnuts 
b) b shl ndtigii pilEj “you will beg groundnuts” 
you-Fl-beg-groundnuts 
c) B shi ndiigti pilGj “he wilI beg groundnuts” 
you-F l-beg-groundnuts 
d) pi sE ndtirji pilEj “you will beg groundnuts” 
you-F1-beg-groundnuts 
e) $jk sh? ndiigtipili5j “we will beg groundnut ” 
we-Fl-beg-groundnut 
Q p6yi shl ndiiqii piEj “They will beg groundnuts” 
They- FI- beg- groundnuts 
In the data above, F1 stands for the future tense marker. We equally notice that in 
the future verbs become mid irrespective of syllabic structure, that is whether they 
a 
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are monosyllabic or disyllabic. We can thgs capture the future tone replacement IF 
process as below. Verbs become mid in the future tense 
Gloss Infinitive Present Past Future 
To eat ndg  ndg nd3i nd$ 
To beg ndfiqh ndhqh ndMii ndiigii 
-----
Above, column one shows the gloss, two the infinitive forms of the verbs, three the 
present tense forms, four the past tense forms, five the fimre tense forms. We 
notice that verb tones can alternate from high-low to low-high to mid without a 
change in meaning of the word. Such tone changes that only result in a 
modification and not change of word meaning, are called grammatical tones. 
2.6 Definition and Classification of tonemes 
A toneme, is that tone which functions distinctively in a language, distinguishing 
lexical items fiom other lexical items. From our contrastive analysis, we had 
established that Cidmb5 had Gve tonemes. 
x, , \<, , - $  . . . 
2.6.1 Definition of tonemes 
Defining a toneme, means determining its pertinent features which distinguish it 
ftom other tonemes. The five tonemes of Cirbnb5 are defined as follows: 
I’ I is high compared to /‘I and 1-1 
1.1 is low compared to 1‘1 and 1-1 
/-I is mid compared to I ‘ I  and I 
/ “1 is falling compared to /“I \ 
\ 
~ 
PI is Rising compared to I”/ 
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The tone hierarchy can be presented as below: 
level contour i 
Each toneme in Cirkmbj is defined in each branch of the schema. 
2.6.2 Classification of tonemes 
Following this defiition above, we can classify the different tonemes as in the 
table below. 
I I 
In the above analysis, we have established that Cirkmb5 has five tonemes; three 






Vowels have been referred to as pure sounds (Ladefoged, 1975) while 
consonants are considered just as noise. A vowel actually is a sound, which is 
produced with no obstruction along the vocal cavity. There is a free flow of air 
during their production and these sounds could be sung or lengthened or held on 
the same pitch for a longer period than consonan€s. 
Gaston Canu (1971) has this to say about vowels : 
'!La voyelle est le re'sultat des modijkation apporties par les risonateurs 
,buccal, phalyngal et iventuellement nasal". 
This means that the vowel results from modifications brought forth by the mouth, 
pharyngeal and nasal cavities. 
3.2 Identification of vowel sounds. 
At this level, we make a phonetic inventory of vowels through a number of words 
that illustrate them and we present them in a phonic chart. 
3.2.1 Phonetic inventory of vowels 
, i  1 ;>.u;';r: The vowel Til i;D%,lu,r..! __ 
[ndil  cousin 
L 
[ij-kwYi] disable t 
[&%?a] younger brother 
a 
[mlirji7g'E] weaver bird 
[~j-kS"?j] shepherd 
[mEI loss 
The vowel [el 
[fil i wound 
[rn&jgU&g6] hen 
. .  
,* . 
' / .  
[miiggiii~] fowl 
The vowel la1 
[?IgW spider 
[ P b 4  , hortey~ 
[ndtiwk] hodcup 
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The vowel riil 
[rn~~iiip~i] chameleon 
~ I ]  millipede 
m1gq guineacorn 
, .  




The vowel Tal 
[ndgiyi] to see 
mr3w] filarial 
[r~g3?3] suffer 




' ,  The vowel (31 
[f???j] riches L 
[IJCJ~?~] termite 
[mbif373] cockroach 
r -  
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.. 
1 11 1 i ii tf 




[?&I to go 
[j-kiiri] to assemble 
U uu 
The vowel raal 3 : 
[ndaa] relation 
[t%iJ”--. father 
I’ 7 . 
E 
.. 
[mba] ’ . to be mad 
a aa 3 33 
a a a  
. *  The vowel loo] - 
[1j-k66g] to touch ’ 
[f66r=s] to rot 
[mb66r6] soft 
3.2.2 Phonic table of vowels. 
-. 
d ’  
The vowel raa] 
[nd%r5] to hide 













[ggwijj snail - 
[ii-sjj] to slaughter 
[k”jjJm<] pity 
! e  ee I l o  O0 ! 
I I I I 
3.3 Phonological analysis of vowels 
Following a general principle established by the distributionalist phonological 
school of Leonard Bloomfieid and his followers, the phonological status of vowel 
phonemes is stated below through the contrast of each vowel sound in one or many 
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minimal pairs with other vowels that are phonetically similar to them. In case we 
did not find a minimal pair, we used a near minimal pair showing two phonetic 
differences between the words with a difference in meaning. 
The vowel /i/ 
It i s  revealed as a phoneme through the following 







.;, ' F i  
(^ i  . . I 
" -. . . .  
I . 
.. 
The vowel /i/ is high, mounded and front. 
1. , 
, ,  
~ .. ._ 
The vowel le/ 
,. , . ' . .. , 
\ 
, ,  
It gains its pertinence through the following contrasts: 
" ,  
, I  .. . . ,  
e/i Seen in i/e rt. . ,.!~ ' .  
el& [j-k"E] - harvest 
eke  [h-tpj] to urinate 
[j-kw'E] - I.. , barren 




The vowel /I/ 
It is established as a phoneme through the fbllowing contrasts : 
ili seen in ifi 
i/tt [pi] birth [fil wound 
I '. 
i/ii [Ij-kiiri] to assemble [Ij-kiSJ to hang 
/i/ is a high, unrounded, central vowel. 
", , 
{ \ < I  1 % '  I 
The vowel /ttl 
It is attested as a phoneme following the contrasts below: 
d u  [fi] Found ffh] moon 
di seen in iltt 
,< 3 '  , ( 8  I /  1 I i~ 
I 1 
tt/i [fti] wound [fi] to crrch 
The vowel /d is high, rounded and central. 
< i l l &  , i 1. 1 ,  
The vowel /a/ 
Its phonemic status is revealed in the following contrasts . 
3 / ~  seen in €13 
3fa [pin51 breast [pin&] fufu 
\ [  , I  8 1 1 ,  I L t  ' ) \  t j  , ' J  .a , L I \ lL 
a/aa [ndiir51 to lick [nd%rk] to hide 
The vowel /a/ is half-high, unrounded and central. 
I . *  
The vowel la/ 
It gains its pertinence through the following contrasts: 
ala seen in ala 
I 
i 
I a h  [ndii] house [n&5] relation 
/a/ is low, unrounded and central vowel. 
'I! a I \  / I  l 
1 
The vowel lul I 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts : 
u/i seen in i/u 
u/w seen inftlu 
u/o - [ph6] ' sky [p%\ ash \ ) !  ( I I I  I \ L ' L 0  ; a [  
E 
[ij-kd&] to remove feathers , 
r j :  i 1 ,  I and back. 
The vowel lo1 
It is proven as a distinctive phoneme through the following contrasts : 
olu seeninuio i 
The vowel 131 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts in 
310 seen in o h  \ 
3/33 [A-tfi] War [ ~ - t ~ 3 j ]  Aart 
/3/ is a mid-low, rounded and back vowel. 
: A r. ;wr' :o i 1 
tical context : 
1' 5 ', 
_ -  
. 
.. 
\ > c p  1 1 ,  ' 
The vowel li; . ,  
Its phonemic status is established as below: 
iili seen in i/ii 
hi/ is a high, unrounded, front and long vowel. 
The vowel lee1 




eele seen in etee 
lee1 is a mid-high, unrounded, front and long vowel. 
The vowel lii/ 
It is revealed as a phoneme through the following contrast: 
iili seen in ilii 
liil is a high, unrounded, central and long vowel. 
The vowel laal 
Its phonemic status is revealed in the contrast 
aala seen in alaa 
laal is a mid-low, unrounded, central and long vowel. 
The vowel laal 
It is established as a phoneme as below: 
aa/a seenindaa 
Id is a low, unrounded, central and long vowel. 
The vowel Iuut 
It is distinct as a phoneme through the following contrast : 
udu seen in duu 
lud is a high, rounded, back and long vowel. 
The vowel loo1 
It gains its pertinence through the following contrast: 
oolo seen in 0100 
loo/ is a mid-high, rounded, back and long vowel. 
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. The vowel 1x4 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following: 
3313 seen in 3/93 
1331 is a mid-low, rounded, back and long vowel. 
- J  r i 
3.4 Phonemic Inventory 
~ 1, ,. \ -,*\ , . ,  3-3 ,+ , ”’\ >;,: 2 ’ 1 .A i .~, I- :-~. -. - 
From the above analysis of vowel sounds we have established 18 vowel phonemes 
in CirBmb5. These are indicated below. 
/i, e, ti, i, u, E, 0, a, 3, a, h i i f - a a ,  aa, uu, 00, 331 
3.5 Definition and classification of vowel phonemes 
3.5.1 Definition of vowel phonemes 
Each vowel phoneme is defied through the main characteristics that makes it 
different from all the other vowels of the system, and more especially with those 
vowel phonemes that are closely related to it. 
/il is front compared,to 12, and high compared to le/ 
/el is half-high compared to I d  and unrounded compared to lo1 
le/ is hasf-low compared to la! and mounded compared to Id  
/it is high compared to la/ and mounded compared to Id 
Id is high compared to /a/ and rounded compared to /it 
la/ is half-low compared to /a/  and central compared to 131 
la! is Sow compared to fa/ and unrounded compared to /ti/ 
Id i s  high compared to lo/ and rounded compared to li/ 
lo/ is half-high compared to I d  and rounded compared to /el 
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131 is half-low compared to Id and rounded compared to Id 
liil is long compared to lil and mounded compared to lud 
leel is long compared to lei and mounded compared to loo/ 
hi1 is long compared to lil and high compared to laal 
laal is long compared to la1 and mid-high compared to Id 
lad is long compared to Id and low compared to laal 
luul is long compared to lul and rounded compared to hi/ 
loo1 is long compared to lo1 and half-high compared to 1331 
I d  is long compared to Id and back compared to laal 
3.5.2 Classification of vowel phonemes 
The vowels will be classified following : 
- The position of the tongue in the mouth (front, central, back) 
- The position of the lips (rounded, unrounded) 
- The height of the tongue in the mouth (high, mid-high, mid-low and low). 




lil, lei, Id, liil, leel 
Ill, Id, lal, Id, &I, laal, lad 
Id, 101, I d ,  lud, 1001, 1331 
Following the position of the lips 
Unrounded: lil, lel, Id, 12, /ai, Id, 13, leel, li2, laal, lad. 







High li/ hi/ 
Mid-high /el lee/ 
Mid-low /E/ 
Low 




/I/ liil Id. 
la1 laai 
Id I d  
I-&& 
Mid&& 
Mid-low Id, la, I d ,  I d  
IiJ, Id, IiV, lud, liil, Id. 
lel, 101, /eel, laal, loo1 
L a  la/, I d .  
As a result of the definition and classification of vowel phonemes we can set up a 
table of the vowel system in Cidimbj. 







The above analysis shows that C i r h b j  has 18 phonological vowels, tert-ufwch 




A consonant is a sound, which is produced with an obstruction along the vocal 
tract. The place of obstruction determines the name of the consonant; for instance, 
labials are produced with the obstruction at the level of the lips, 
alveolars with obstruction at the level of the alveolar ridge, palatals with 
obstruction at the level of the hard palate and velars with obstruction at the level of 
the velum. 
The manipulation of the airflow determines the manner of production of each 
consonant. For example, where the air flow is stopped completely before a sudden 
release, we have stops, where the air continues to forge its way through the 
obstruction, we have fricatives or more generally continuants and if part of the air 
happens to pass through the nostrils, we talk of nasal consonants. 
4.1. Inventory of consonant sounds 
On observation of the 1000 words we collected in Cidmb5, we came out with a 
list of 50 consonant sounds. This list is presented below : 
We can see in the list of consonant sounds above, the inventory of Cidmb5 
consonants composed of simple and complex sounds. Complex sounds include 
modified sounds like labialized, palatalized, prenasalized sounds and &cates. 
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4.2 Identification of consonant sounds 
This identification consist of a phonetic inventory of consonants sounds and a 
phonic table of consonants. 
4.2.1 Inventory of consonants 








,-, ‘ 5 ,  ;, , 
The consonant rb1 ! 
@j] ‘h&d 




The consonant rd] 
Ip’iiip’E] red 
!%. . 




The consonant rmbl 
[mbZn&] enemy A [mimbj2] man 
[ d i b l ]  goat [mtiniimb%] boy 
[mkl big 
The consonant rmb‘1 
I 
The consonant r d f l  
[f6?6J, * \  -- - --to bundle 








The consonant rthl 
[t%] peak of hill 
[Tint o] shame 
[t op trii] nipple 
r b- 
hy h- 








The consonant rndl 
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The consonant IT1 
[f"j?j] riches 
The consonant rt"] 
[fi-t"ej] to main \ -- '6 ' *  
[mlt"e?kj] snake 
[p5g5tW5] anger 




The consonant [dl 
[nEidwl] hippopotamus 
The consonant hd"1 
W d Y ]  soap 
[nd?] clothes 









The consonant rrl 
[m'ikir&] white person 
[f%] blow 
fj*3] song 
The consonant f IT 
ll"3?5] to uproot 
T a l  tooth 
[fi-JwlZ] descend 
The consonant rtfl 
[tS%Il prison 
[ii-tjii] say 




The consonant rl'l 
[lj6mbO] palm 




The consonant rtf"'] 
[tya] Play 
DS"1 to horn 
[li-tr6?6j] to prick 
The consonant Fd?"] 
[1+i-d3~i] to kill 
9 
[d3fij5] to buy 
[mid@] sheep 
The consonant rd41 
[ii-d&] xylophone 
[fi-d?k] many 
The consonant rndTj1 
[nd3% ndG] room 
The consonant WJ 
wa1 to cook 
WS] to walk 
[rjg6~&] ridge 
'W The consonant r i  1 
UYgi] duck 
W The consonant n( 1 












The consonant Til 
[&Jl nail 
[mEij3?j] plantain 




[m&5?3] elder sister 
LC"?  - 
The consonant nc'] 
[T&jEmL&6] radio 
[ij-kJE] to fry 
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F"51 arrow 
The consonant rgl The consonant 
[fig51 to dilute [&I to lie 
[gfil death 
[ligi] eye 









The consonant fhl 
Ipigbho] fear 
[m] white 
W The consonant In 1 
[ r ~ ~ i ? a ]  have 
[IJ~&?E] book 
[rJwaTqw2?a] yellow 
W The consonant Tnq I 
[ q g w 6 ~ 3 ]  queen 
[ggW3?j] grinding stone 
[rJswal people 
The consonant [y] 
[m!a tall 
[I+& chair 
fib - EW 
The consonant Twl 
icehail 




4.2.2 Phonic Table of consonants. 
A Phonic chart is a chart with no labels. It contains the sounds of the 
These sounds are disposed in this chart following the phonetic inventory. 
configuration of the phonatory apparatus. 
consonant sounds listed above is presented as below. 
The phonic chart for CirBmb5 
,- 
4.3 Phonological Analvsis of consonants 
; \ ,  - ,  . 01 i- : c i  $6 r:I ., 
1- 2 - - 
The phonological analysis of consonants is carried out through the following steps 
Minimal pairs : whereby two consonants contrasting in the same 
environment or in nearly similar environments and giving different 
meanings to the words in which they occur, will be considered as 
separate phonemes. 
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Complementary distribution : whereby two closely related consonants 
occurring in mutually exclusive environments will be considered as 
allophones of the same phoneme. 
4.33  Identification of phonemes through their contrast in minimal pairs : 
The  consonant ID1 
It is established as a phoneme following the contrasts below: 
plp" [pj?5] lion Cpw3?5] mushroom 
PIPh [ P ~ I  dust iPQl ash 
.. 
plf [pin31 when'., i '* ' [fin51 star 
The phoneme ipl is a bilabial, oral, and voiceless stop. 
L~ 
. .  F , 
? !, -~ 
f i e  consonant IDw/ 
Its phonemic status is revealed in the following contrasts: 
PW/P seen in Pip" 
pWl r" [pw3?5] mushroom [f"37?3] riches 
The phoneme /p"/ is a bilabial, labialized, oral, voiceless stop. 
The consonant I& 
It gains its phonemic status through the following contrasts: 
P"/P seen in PIP" 
Ph/ P" [Phjl bark bw3?5] mushroom 
The phoneme lph/ is a bilabial, aspirated, oral, voiceless stop. 
The consonant /m/ 
Its gains its pertinence in the following contrasts : 
m /mb [mkl big [mbk] Sink 
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d n  [m-m&?.?sl] to wear [fi-n6?%] write 
The phoneme I d  is a bilabial nasal. 
The consonant Irnbl 
It acquires its pertinence in the following: 
mblm seen in d m b  
mblnd [mbag] cobra [nail net 
[mbk] S i n k  [ndk] sleep 
The phoneme J rnb 1 is a bilabial pre-nasal. 
The consonant If1 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts : 
seen in PJf 
7 
flP 
flf" , [f5?5] foam [rw3?3] riches 
The phoneme If/ is a labial-dental, voiceless fricative 
- 
I S  I ,' r 
The conson& if"/ . . 
It is proven as a distinctive phoneme through the following contrasts: 
f"1f seen in fir" 
YipW seen in pW1Y 
The phoneme lr"1 is a labialised, voiceless, labial-dental fricative. 
The consonant It/ 
It gains its phonemic status through the following: 
r,? 1 I? 
[fi-tWi2j] to maan tft" [n-tkj] to run 
tlts [h-fir5] jigger [ntsini] strong 
[tigci] sharpen [Si1 tree 
tItJ ' [t&] market Its&] prison 
\ *, / The phoneme It/ is ' , .  a voiceless, oral dental stop. 
e-{ t 
1 p, .  ? ! 20?-  
c,,x,s,-, , -  kjL,!,,L ' 
1- , -e' 
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The consonant Itw/ 
It is revealed as a phoneme through the following contrast: 
t"/t seen in tlt" 
The phoneme Itw/ is a labialised, oral, voiceless alveolar stop. 
The consonant In/ 
It acquires its pertinence through the following contrasts : 
n/m seen in m/n 
[n-n&?ii] write [n-g&?&] open 
- I - ,  , 
nln" [n51 fool [riwa] suck 
nlnd [ a  fool [d:] house 
The phoneme Id is a dental alveolar nasal. 
i I $ 1  1 
n/rJ 
The consonant In"/ 
It gains its phonemic status through the following contrast. 
nwln seen in n/nw 
nw/nd [nw&] suck [nd9] house 
The phoneme /nwl is a labialized alveolar nasal. 
P 
The consonant Ind 
It is proven as a phoneme through the following contrasts : 
ndn seen in n/nd 
i ndn" seen in . ~ nwlnd . ~ .  -.c 
seen in mblnd - .  ndmb 
nwKl [n&] watch [Mil voice -i 
The phoneme /nd is an alveolar prenasal. 
\-. 
~ . . - \  , \ --.: , ' <-.-,*> 




It gains its phonemic status through the following contrasts 
seen in t/ts 
,' 
[Ii-tsq-G] tough 
[li-tsiJe] to carry 
[tsi] tree 
The p--meme Its1 is a voiceless a1vec.J affricate. 
The consonant /V 
It gains its phonemic status through the following contrasts 
llr [miri'i'i] shadow [mbiii] 
lln [Ijw] music [njw] 
The phoneme Ill is an alveolar lateral. 
The consonant Irl 
The phonemic status is revealed in the following contrast : 
rll seen in lir 
the phoneme Irl is an alveolar trill. 
The consonant If/ 
It acquires its pertinence through the following contrasts : 
SIS" [misEif RJ 1 dragon fly [m5JwEJ j 3 f l  
to talk 
topostpone L 




sts m1 ahead Et91 scar 
S/d3 I31 ahead &ght i- 
The phoneme 1x1 is a voiceless pre-palatal Ericative. 
< ,.. . r :  
v - :- - ~ '? . .  
The consonant /TI 
Its phonemic status is revealed in the following contrast : ..I --. 
'Y' 
The phoneme Is"/ is a labialized pre-palatal fricative. 
The consonant /tT/ 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts: 
tyt seen in VtS 
tgts seen in tsits 
ts/s seen in s/ts 
Wts" [ii-tfl] in law [ri-tjY] to hit 
The phoneme its/ is a pre-palatal voiceless affricate. 
\ _.. 
i .  
, ,  
$ : I  \,;  \ - ., . 
t,. i -  
.._ ) i i 
The consonant / t r /  
It,gains its pertinence in the following contrast: 
ts"/tS seen in tJ/ts" 
The phoneme Its"/ is a labialised pre-palatal affricate. 
The consonant Id71 
It gains its phonemic status through the following contrasts: 
d3JS seen in Sd3 
x \\e,.< 
d3/d3w [fi-d3i] to h o c k  [ri-d3"i] to kill. 
The phoneme Id31 is a pre-palatal voiced affricate. 
The consonant ldzwl 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrast : 
d3"/d3 seen in d3/d3w 
The phoneme Idsw/ is a pre-palatal labialised voiced affricate. 
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The consonant /i/ 
Its phonemic status is revealed in the following contrast: 
j/w Qkj] forehead b E J 1  iceihail 
The phoneme /i! is a palatal approximant. 
The consonant kl 
It is established as a distinctive phoneme through the following contrast : 
k/kw [f~-k&Zi] crack [ij-kW6%] knock 
Ug @66] what [ g s j  when k~ 
MJg I31 or CCldil voice 
The phoneme kl is a velar voiceless stop. 
i 
The consonant /g! 
Itacquires its pertinence in the following contrast : 
gfl( seen in Mg 1 - 
@Y cheap mi1 tall 
- - ,  
[ggfG] to sfrive 
The phoneme /g/ is a voiced, oral, velar stop. 
The consonant lo/ 
It is attested as a phoneme through the following contrasts : 
!lln seen in m 
The phoneme /g/ is a velar nasal. 
The consonant /ng/ 
It is proven as a distinctive phoneme through the following contrasts : 
r)dnd seen in nd/rJg 
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IJgJg seen in d?Jg 
%l/%lw [rJS'il beard [rJgW~1 bargain 
The phoneme iggi is a prenasal, voiced velar. 
The consonarit /nqw/ 
It is revealed as a phoneme through the following contrasts 
rJgwirJg seen in ?Jg/rJs" 
IJgw/k" seen in kw/rJgw 
The phoneme /rJgw/ is a labialised, voiced, prenasal velar. 
The consonant id 
It is distinguished as a phoneme through the contrast below 
yig seen in dY 
The phoneme i y l  is a voiced velar fiicative. 
~ i -  
The consonant i?i 
- 3. 
It is determined as a phoneme through the following minimakpam : 
The plioneme I?/ is a'glottal stop, oral, voiceless 
The consonant Iwi 
It acquires its pertinence through the following contrast : 
w/j seenin jiw 
The phoneme Iw/ is a labial-velar glide. 
* ,  
_ L  
1 .  .li 5-*,-  . 
4.3.2. Analysis-allophones 
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Allopliones constitute a pair or a trio or even more, of sounds that are variants. 
The pertinence of allophones in relation to phonemes is that they occur in mutually 
exclusive environments, while phonemes occur in similar or identical 
environments. 
In the discussion below, we analyse pairs cf sounds that entertain allophonic 
relatbnships. 
Let us consider +he lateral non-fricative and its palatalized counterpart in the 
following words ’ 
(1, Y) 
a) 1Igi ‘names’ 
b) link ‘clever’ 
c) n&a7&mbllfig ‘dawn’ 
d) lclrj5 ‘to beg’ 
e) P6mb3 ‘palm’ 
We discover that these sounds occur in mutually exclusive environments and are 
thus allophones of one phoneme /I  as shown below. 
[f]/ before the mid-high front uxrwnded vowel 
ill < [I]/ elsewhere 
The above rule says that the lateral non-€ncative sound becomes palatalized before 
the mid-high mounded front vowel and remains a Fimple lateral fricative 
elsewhere. 
Let us also consider the prenasalized voiced bilabial stop and its palatalized 
counterpart in the data below. 
b) miimimb‘2 ’boy’ 
c) mEr2 ‘hill’ 
d) mljijk ‘walking stick’ 
e) mb5nn8 ‘hate’ 
The above data shows that these two sounds do not occur in the same 
environments. Thus they are allophones of the same phoneme imbl. 
6 
[mlQ before low unrounded vowels 
lmbl 4 [mb]/ else where 
The rule says that the prenasalized voiced bilabial stop becomes palatalized before 
low unrounded vowels and remains the same elsewhere. 
Let us consider the dental alveolar nasal and its palatalised counterpart below 
( n, n’) 
W W  ‘ a) h-tj 11 create’ 
b) fin5 ‘star’ 
c) mh3w ‘SUn’ 
d) n&?h ‘cow’ 
e) njindwi ‘hippopotamus’ 
From the above data, the palatal prenasalized sound occurs only before the high 
front unrounded vowel and the palatal nasal occurs elsewhere as indicated below. 
[.’I/ before high front unrounded vowel 




Let us now consider the velar nasal and the labialized velar nasal below, 
(rJJJw) 
a> rigfig ‘sweet’ 
b> 3 kw6 i!ow. 
c> &i ‘nail’ 
d) g”Li?Li ‘hive’ 
e> gwLi?rf ‘book’ 
t) rJwa?&rJw~?i?a ‘yellow’ 
From th occurrences of [g] and those of [IJ”] above, we conclude that [IJ] and 
[g”] are allophones of /g /  written as below. 
[gW] I -Low mounded vowels. 
Id < [rj] / -Elsewhere 
That is, [IJ] becomes [qw] before [a] and remains [g] elsewhere. 
The data below, shows the distribution of the prepalatal fticative and the 
palatalized prepalatal fricative. 
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The data above show @] occurring only before open and mid open vowels, while 
10 occurs elsewhere as illustrated below. They are thus allophones of /I/ 
E] / before open and mid open vowels. 
/ 
The distribution of the palatal nasal and the palatalized palatal nasal is shown in 
the data below. 
OId) 
a) m5@ ‘animal’ 
b) ‘fm’ 
c> J+h ‘cook’ 
, 4 ‘to walk’ 
e> rJg6Jr’E ‘ridge’ 
As indicated above, w] occurs only before open and mid open vowels, 
while b] occurs elsewhere. We capture this conclusion in the rule below, they are 
allophones of the same phonemes /J1/ 
w]/ -open and mid open vowels. 
/31/ <b] / elsewhere 
The rule above, shows that w] becomes palatalized either before L.., or [E] while it 
remains b] in all other situations. 




a> J6nd6rJ ‘road’ 
b) nCaq ‘net’ 
c) ndtigj ‘trouble’ 
d) kind”? ‘soap’ 
e) nd”? ‘clothes’ 
The data above, show that the environments of [nd”] are limited, it occurs only 
before the high mounded vowel. We thus conclude that this sound, must be an 
allophone of In& as indicated below. 
[nd”]/ before front high mounded vowels 
/nd/ <[nd]/ elsewhere 
The rule says [nd] is realised as [nd”] before the front high mounded vowel and 
as [nd] elsewhere 
Let us now consider the distribution of the prepalatal affricate and its palatalized 
counterpart below : 
(d3, d39 
a) mid52 ‘sheep’ 
b) d3knti5j ‘scabies’ 
C) ii-dg ‘hunger’ 
d) h-d3h?j ‘heat’ 
e) fi-d3’% ‘xylophone’ 
f) 6-d& ‘many’ 
From this data, we notice that the distribution of [dg] is limited, it occurs only 
before open vowels. We thus conclude that these two sounds are the allophones of 
Id9  as formalised below : 
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d+] I before open and mounded vowels. 
Id31 [d3] /-elsewhere 
This formalisation implies that [d3] is realised as [d3j] either before [a] or before 
[E] and remains the same elsewhere . 
We are now going to observe the distribution of the alveolar stop and its aspirated 
counterpart as below. 
(t49 
a) tit5rkj ‘mud’ 
b) ‘grass’ 
c) hl€i ‘shoes’ “ ’ -  
d) e6  ‘peat of hill’ 
e) th6nd6. ‘roof 
th6j ‘top’ 
An observation of the miniature data above shows that the aspirated sound occurs 
only before the half high rounded back vowel [o]. While the unaspirated sound 
occurs in other contexts. We conclude that these sounds are allophones of the 
same phoneme written as below. 
[e] / before the mid-high round back vowel 
It/ -d [t] / elsewhere 
The rule says the dental alveolar voiceless stop is realised as aspirated before [o] 
and remains unaspirated elsewhere. 
Below, shows the distribution of prepalatal prenasalized affficate and its 
palatalized counterpart in ch?imb5. 
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a) mind3indji ‘fly’ 
b) nd3ii?3 ‘bold’ 
c) riind32g ‘quality’ 
d) nd366 ‘to choose’ 
r *  
e) nd&n& ‘room’ 
We notice that the palatalized counterpart occurs only before the mid-high front 
mounded vowel as in (e) . These sounds are thus allophones as below. 
[nd3’] /before the mid-high front vowel. 
[nd.~] I elsewhere 
It means /nd3/ becomes palatalized before the mid-high front mounded vowel, 
and remains the same elsewhere. 
Ind31 < 
The data below exhibits the distribution of the alveolar prenasalized stop and its 
palatalized counterpart. 
(nd, n 4  
a) nd5& 5 ‘to hide’ 
b) ndhf i  ‘price’ 
c) nd6g ‘husband 
d) fund’i ‘chimpanzee’ 
e) mhd% ‘elder’ 
From the above data, we conclude that these sounds are allophones as they occur in 
mutually exclusive environments as shown below. 




a) 966 ‘who’ 
b) j”i@ ‘duck‘ 
c) j’igi ‘broom’ 
d) tig5 ‘sharpen’ 
e) g‘5 ‘to lie’ 
We observe in the above data that the occurrence of [g‘] is limited, only before the 
mid-high mounded front vowel implying that [g‘] is an allophone of /g/. 
[&I/ before the mid-high front vowel. 
Js / 4 [g]/else where 
Above says that /g/ becomes [g‘] before [e] and remains the same elsewhere. 
The above situation, for the voiced velar stop, is similar to that of the voiceless 
velar stop as shown below. 
@, k’) 
a) Er3w ‘filaria’ 
b) kind? ‘soap’ 
d) j-k&?5w ‘mature’ 
e) IlkjErn?tk%% ‘radio’ 
g) q-k’i? ‘squeeze’ 
We notice that F] and [kJ] are allophones of M as indicated below. 
F’]/ - half high mound  eont vowels 
M &] elsewhere 
/k/ becomes &] before [e] and remains I&] elsewhere 
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Let us consider the distribution of the voiceless bilabial stop and its palatalized 
correspondent below : 
(P? $1 
a) pihi  ‘dust’ 
b) P% ‘weavil’ 
c) pbp66rb ‘slowly’ 
d) pfi$6 ‘red’ 
We notice that the distribution of [$I is limited to only before the mid-high 
unrounded front vowel. These are allophones of one phoneme as indicated below. 
Cp’ll- half high unrounded 
/PI lp]l elsewhere 
The rule‘says that /pi becomes [$I before [-e] and [PI elsewhere 





ii-J‘%j ‘to mourn’ 
j”ig3 ‘duck 
On observation of the d a  above, the labialized soun- occurs only before -e eont 
high unrounded vowel. We conclude that these two sounds are allophones of ljl. 
b” ]/ before the front high unrounded vowel. 
ij I <ti] / elsewhere 
The rule says that /j/ becomes b”] either before [e] or [i] and remains u] elsewhere. 
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The distribution of the voiceless bilabial stop and the voiced bilabial stop is shown 
below. 
(P? b) 
a) $Tip'$ 'red' 
b) p315 'wing' 
c) P% 'hunting' 
d) -b j  'hand' 
As exemplified above, [p] and [b] are allophones of one phoneme /p/ as they occur 
in mutually exclusive environments where b] occurs only before the mid-low 
rounded back vowel, while [p] occurs elsewhere. The rule below captures this. 
- [b]/ before mid-low rounded back vowels 
/ 
/Pi 4 [PI/ elsewhere 
The rule says /p/ becomes [b] before mid-low rounded back vowels and remains 
the same elsewhere. 
At the end of this variation analysis, we established the following phonemes : 
ip, 9, k, nd, nd3, d3, t, mb, P, 8, IJ, n, 1, j/ 
These other sounds are just allophones 
fp', kj, g', ndi,d$, nd3j, p', d, mb', l', Sj, g", nd", q", mb", j", th, b] 
4.4 Phonemic inventory 
From the analyses, the following sounds have been established as distinctive in 
C i h b j .  
IS, s", P, ph, pW, t, t", d3, d3", rJg, w", tS, ts", nd3, nd, g, k, k", n, n", 1, r, 
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4.5 Definition and classification of phonemes 
Each phoneme is defined with respect to another. The classification is done in 
relation to place and manner of articulation. 
4.5.1 Definition of phonemes 
Defining a phoneme (consonant), is showing precisely what distinguishes it 
from the other phonemes of the language. In order to define the 
Cir2mb5 phonemes, we are going to take into consideration the place of 
articulation, the manner of articulation and the voicing. 
The consonants will be defined as below : 
\ '  t 8 
/p/ is a bilabial stop compared to the labialised /Id"/ and the aspirated /ph/ 
/pw/ is labialized stop compared to /p/ and unaspirated compared to /phi - I  
/ph/ is aspirated compared to lp/ and unlabialized compared to Ip"/ -_ 
It/ is plosive compared to Its/ and unlabialized compared to Itw/ 
Itw/ is labialized compared to It/ and a voiceless stop compared to /ndw/ + 
I M is voiceless compared to /g/ and unlabialized compared to kw/ 
kw/ is labialized compared to Ad and a stop compared to lrJgw/ 
. /g/ is voiced compared to kl andastop compared to Iyl 
.. 
-i 
-. ' /?I is glottal compared to Ad and a stop compared to /h/ 
-r /E/ is unlabialized compared to If"/ and labio dental compared to /p/ < 
If"/ is labialized compared to /E/ and labio dental compared to /pw/ -k 
* Is/ is unlabialized compared to Is"/ and a tiicative compared to Its/ 
lJ"/ is labialized compared to Is/ and a tiicative compared to Its"/ -L 
s9 
&I is voiced compared to kl ad-a-#Ecati~e_cornp~ed to,lg/ 
- /h/ is pharyngeal compared to Rl anda fricative compared to lwl 
/m/ is bilabial compared to Id and a nasal compared to Imbl 
i 
t Id is dental alveolar compared to I d  and unlabialized compared to Inw/ 
Inw/ is labialized compared to In/ and dental alveolar compared to lgwl -+ - /g/ is velar compared to In/ and nasal compared to Iggl 
. I' is palatal compared to i g l  and nasal compared to /j/ 
Its/ is unlabialized compared to its"/ and voiceless compared to Id31 
ltrl is labialized compared to Its1 and voiceless compared to ld3wl 
Id31 is udab&lized compared to /d3w/ and voiced compared to Its1 
ld3wl is labialized compared to Id9 and voiced compared to l t r l  -/ 
. Imbl is bilabial compared to lndl and a prenasal compared to I d  
. lnd  is alveolar compared to Imbl and a prenasal compared to In/ 
. Igg1 is unlabialized compared to /ggw/kn& a prenasal compared to /g/  
lggwl is labialized compared to lggl and a prenasal compared to kw/ 
.Its/ is voiced compared to ltl &ental alveolar compared to ltf! 
ind31 is voiced compared to Id31 an& a-prenasalized affricate compared to Its/ 
/I/ is lateral compared to Irl and non nasal compared to In/ 
-. 
Irl is a trill compared to Ill and alveolar compared to /jl 
Iwl is labio velar compared to ljl and a glide compared to /h/ 
Ijl is palatal compared to Iwl and a glide compared to 1' 
4.5.2 Classification of phonemes 
This will be done following the manner and place of articulation : 
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Manner of articulation 
* S t o l ) s  
stops: 
Pre-nasals: mb, nd, gg, 
Nasals: m, QP? IJ 
Labialized -~ :p", t", k" 
Aspirated: p" 
P, t, k g> ? 
-~ 
Fricatives 
Fricatives: f, f, y, h 




Glides: j, w 
Labials: 




Place of articulation 
p, $w , m, mb, f, f" .
f, s", tj, ts", d3, d3w,nd3, 3, j 
cl 
k, kw, g, IJ, 1393 XJ", Y, W 
/ 
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4.6 Phonemic table of consonants 
- . .. . .  . ii , .  i : : .  
VD 
Affricates VL Its1 Its/ It11 
VD Id3/ Id$ 
Pre-nasalized 





Glides Ijl lwl 
1 
The analysis of consonants began with an inventory of 50 consonant sounds which - .,i2 ~. , 
we represented in the phonic chart above. At the end of the analyses, we came out 
with / 35 phonemic consonants 
---, 
. .  
~ 3+ 
; 
4.7 Phonemic transcription 
In this section, we are going to illustrate the phonemes of Cidmb5, through the 
following phonemic transcription : 
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4.7.1 Phonemic transcription of tones 
4.7.2 Phonemic transcription of vowels 
The above phonemes are illustrated in the transcription below 
[i] -+ lii [tsi] -+ Itsil 'tree' 
[a] -+ la1 F n 3 ]  -+ /k%W 'twin' 
[i] -+ lil [mbii] -+ Imbigl 'to affm' 
[3] -+ I31 [n3w] -+ In3wl 'month' 
[a] -+ la/ ra?h] -+ /J&?W 'comb' 
[u] -+ Id rm61 -+ /mil/ 'baby' 
[e] -+ lei [mije] -+ Imij61 'to release' 
[o] -+ 101 [nd61~] -+ Ind6gl 'husband 
[El -F /E/ bbEl -+ ImbEl 'seed 
[.I -+ M [miiqj] -+ IrnGg31 'fxe' 
_. [ii] -+ Iiil [G-kMq -+ Iij-kh%l 'tohang' 
[aa] -+ Iaal [ndhb] -+ IgdW 'relation' 
[uu] + lud [~j-ldiijt~] -.+ lfj-lcfiiigl 'to remove feathers' I 
i 
1001 -+ 1001 [nd661~] -+ lnd6iiql 'hot' 
[ii ] -* hi/ [mbiiii] -+ ImbiEil 'to pack' -- 
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[aa] + /aa/ [nd%rg] -b lnd56rEl 
E331 + 1331 [n-tw] 4 /h-tJ?Jj/ 
[eel + /eel [fi-tJ&j] 4 Ifi-tJeEjI 
4.7.3 Phonemic transcription of consonants 
[mb] + Imbi 
[mb']+ Imbl 
[fl -+ if i 
[t] + It/ 
[th] -+ / t l  
[t"] -+ It"/ 
[pli --. /PI 
b"1 --b iP"/ 
bhl --b /P"/ 
[ts] + Its / 
111 --+ 1 11 
[l'] 4 Ill 
[nd] --b /nd/ 
[nd"] --+ In$ 
[n&] Indl 
[tD --+ Its/ 
r t r i  - its"/ 
m - 1 s  
r1 - /r/ 
*--+ IS/ 
- )  
- - 'to hide' 
'mouth' 







































/qf/ 'to walk' 
ih-a3ii 'hunger' 





lpigbh3 'to fear' 
/pj/ 'hand' 




I "  
.19 
The analysis of consonants began with an inventory of-54 consonant sounds 
which we represented in the phonic chart above. At the end of the analysis, 
i we came out with 35'phonemic consonants. 
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CHAPTER FNE 
WORD STRUCTURE AND INTERPRETATION PROBLEMS 
In this chapter, we set out to examine the Cirhb5 word structure in terms of 
syllable structure and morpheme structure of words. We equally expose those 
interpretation problems that we have encountered in our analysis of the data. 
5.1 Word structure 
Here the word structure is examined in terms of syllable and morpheme structures. 
5.1.1 Syllable structure 
Katamba (1989) says that: 
"one of the functions of a syllable is deJining the syllabicity for segments. 
Any element dominated by a c- element of the CV- tier is non-syllabic while 
any segment dominated by a v- element is syllabic. The element of the CV- 
tier is the constituent of the syllable that contains the sonorigpeak". 
The constituent elements that make up a syllable are an onset, a nucleus, and a 
coda. (Ndzenyuy, 1997). These elements can be visualised in a hierarchical tree as 
the one below : 
Syllable 
Nucleus Coda 
C v C 
8, 
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As shown above, a syllable is broken down into onset and rhyme. Rhyme is I 
further broken down into nucleus and coda. The terminal nodes CVC indicate the 
general tendency as attested in human languages. That is, onsets tend to be 
consonants, nuclei vowels and coda consonants. It should be noted that the onset 
as well as the nucleus and coda could dominate more than one sound. All the 
syllable elements are attested in Clrknb6 as shown below. 
There are five types of syllables in C i r h b 6  . These include: V-syllables, CVV- 
syllables, CVC-syllables, C-syllables and CV-syllables. 
V-syllables 
Example: # V.CV# fi.J"E/ to point 
# V.CVC# f i  .&J/ how 
~ #V.CV.CV# h.jEwii/ tomorrow 
C-syllables 
Example: # C.CV.CV# /m.rnPii/ to wear - 
#C.CVC# lfi.tJ6J/ ~ ~ L l .  --; 
#C.CV# M.tJii in law 
#C.'CVV# /fi.tJW fetch 
0: \ '  ,^ 
__ d 
CV-syllables 
Example: #CV# Le/ hat 
#CV.CV# /ndii.whI cup 
/mi.nii.ntV bee #CV.CV.CV# 
\J *$ $1 ; /mu%iii/ basket ., 









I .  
/’ ,, ; 
/ w q /  calabash ,- 
lf60:d to mt - 
/&injw/ evening - 
,’ 
CVC-syllables 
Example: #CVC# I J q  g a m - ‘ -  
#C.CV.CVC# l6.kwi.g6j/ cough 
#CVC.CV# lfih.fiU white 
#CV.CV.CVC# lti.t5.&jl mud 
The svllabic structure of words in C a b 5  monosvllabic words. 













The CVV Structure 
Disyllabic words 
The CVV.CV Structure 
-. 
lf66.d N S t  
lmb6o:r6/ soft 
/gg&.r&/ to help 
- .  
The CVC.CV Structure 
lfiih.fiY white 
Ifih.ri black 
The CVV.CVC Structure 
The V.CV Structure 
fi.j-%l to point 
--==== 
The V.CVC Structure 
how h.tJ&gl arrive 
The CV.CV Structure 
swell lmb5.nU boil 
to be back lp% .nil dance 
ill luck lndii.w8/ cup 
/ 




l f i .g5j l  dilute 
The C.CV Structure 
in law lij .m to die 
to slice lfj .kW barren 
. / '  
The C.CVV structure 
, 
Ja7 
hut /ni.mXi/ inside 
fetch 
The C.CVC Structure 
urinate 
Trisyllabic words 
The C.CV.CV Structure 
lm.ma?%.' to wear Iii.tfi.fl1 
l j  ki .ril shave Ifi.t5.r51 
The C.CV.CVC Structure 
to close 
dirty 
lj.kwl.g6jl cough lj.k&?5wl mature I to grow - 
I .  
The CV.CV.CVV Structure 
Ka.$.m6til placenta 
The CV.CVC.CV Structure 
lmb.gtih.ts31 fainting feat 
The CV.CV.CV Structure 
lmi.k5.?bl younger brother /t~I.hi.?W morning 
/mii.&.?AJq brick 
/th6.phi.rii/ , nipple 
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A&.Ti.&/ to lie 
/nu.fi.rii/ truth 
The V.CV.CV Structure 
h.jii.wd tomorrow h.jE.y5/ beside 
The CV.CV.CVC Structure 
/ti.t%rCj/ mud 
We have structures that are more than three syllables in Cidmb5, but most of them 
are reduplicated words. 
5.1.2 Morpheme structure 
Morphemes are constitutive elements that make up a word. 
distinguish prefixes, suffixes and stems. Let us consider the data below. 
In Cidmb5 we 
Singular form of nouns 
a) mbllii ‘hill’ 
b) fm5 ‘star’ 
c) fi ‘moon’ 
d) ml.riTi ‘shadow’ 
e) 1ii7.18 ‘country’ 
Plural form of nouns 
a) $amYd ‘hills’ 
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b) p%n5 ‘stars’ 
c) p%f% ‘moons’ 
d) phkmiri?i ‘shadows’ 
e> ph2lg?2 ‘countries’ 
The data above shows the plural forms of the previous data. The movement from 
singular to plural, makes us discover the prefix ‘p!a-’ which marks the plural, and 
the stem which equally serves as a free morpheme. 
, 
Also cases like the ones below make us discover the nature of morphemes in the 
language. 
Compounding 
a) miirJ5 ‘fire’ 
b) kikkrniirJ5 ‘charcoal’ 
c) E9 miirJ5 ‘flame’ 
d> kl ‘tongue’ 
We can deduce from above that independent words or free morphemes come 
together to form words. ‘Flame’ above is clearly a combination of ‘tongue’ and 
‘fire’. 
5.2 Interpretation problems. 
In our analysis of data, we encountered a number of problems at the level of 
consonants as well as vowels interpretation. 
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5.2.1 Consonants 
The interpretation problems here had to do with complex consonants 
5.2.1.1 Pre-nasalized sounds 
The problem we faced with Prenasalized Sounds is whether to consider them as a 
CC cluster or simply a C, where C generally stands for consonant. Let us consider 




1 a) mb5q ‘egg’ 
! 
1 b) nd6g ‘husband’ 
When we observe the data above, the possibility of considermg [mb and nd] as 
consonant clustec stems from the fact that [m and n] occur in Ciriimb5 as 
phonemes. However, we considered the cases above to be single consonants, as 
they always are a syllable onset. Below, we find the prenasalised sounds behaving 
as a unit even when they occur in word medial position. 
I 
. I .  . ‘ .  a) rn&.ggliil yeca’ cbLt2i 
b) mi.nd3i.ndji ‘fly’ 
-1 .>.: . . , . ,.- ’ .. 
, -  
The dots above indicate the syllable boundary. -- Above shows that the prenasalized 
sound is always a syllable onset even inside a word. We would have been tempted 
to consider prenasalized sounds as a consonant cluster if the syllable distribution 
was as shown below. 
,;a 
a) mQ.gfiu* ‘fowl’ 
b) min. dji * ‘fly’ 
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The star indicates that the syllable distribution makes the words faulty in 
CX&mbi However, cases like below have been considered a CC sequence. 
a) kkr5  ‘jigger’ 
b) Q. h 6  ‘crow’ 
c) mlg. ke.X ‘cock’ 
/ 
The forms above have been considered CC sequences because the prenasal 
constitutes an independent syllable and consequently bear tones. 
The more confusion is that the forms are homorganic. That is whether a prenasal 
is syllabic or not, it agrees with the following consonant in place of articulation. 
Drawing inspiration form modern autosegmental analysis Snider (2000) while 
referring to the autosegmental treatment of homorganic nasals says that 
r 7 -1 
“regardless of the specification for place there is only one process involved 
viz: spreadingffom the place node”. 
~, 
We consider the ‘homogeneity normal as the place features could spread to a nasal 
be it or not in a common syllable. 
5.2.1.2 Affricates 
AfEcates are consonant sounds produced with the combination of stops and 
fiicatives. They are included in the data below. 
a) 6. tJ6 ‘to stay’ 
b) n.tsip ‘to carry’ 
c) fi.d3& ‘cut’ 





e) t g i  ‘speech’ 
f ,  tsl’tmbin6 ‘rib’ 
g) m6giihts3 ’fainting feat’ 
The sounds [tJ, ts, d3] contained in the data above could still be considered as a 
stop and tiicative sequence, but just as with the prenalized sounds, we found that 
these sounds were always occupying a common syllabic position (onset). As such, 
we concluded that affricates were a single unit and not a consonant cluster. 
5.2.1.3 Aspirated Sounds 
These are sounds produced with a puff of air, which is always represented or 
reflected in the pharyngeal fi-icative [h]. Let us examine the data below. 
a) th6 ‘head’ 
b) ph6]6w ’ache’ 
c) Phi ‘birth’ -. 
The sounds [th, ph] are aspirated. How then do we assure that this is not a 
consonant cluster as we have [p, t] and [h] independently as above and below. 
a) tri?8, ‘mend’ 
b) p’iip’e ‘red’ ,’ -7 ,+-* 7 I - 
c) JfihJfi ‘threat’ 
d) hEj ‘here’ 
Although [t, p] and fi] occur independently, respectively above, we took aspirated 
sounds to be single consonants because as affricates and prenazalised sounds, they 
occupy just the onset of syllable. 
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5.2.1.4 Labialized Sounds. 
The data below contain labialized sounds 
a) f"kj 'tell' 
b) j-kWirF 'to throw' 
c) r~g~6jd3Mil 'embrace' 
The labialized sounds above are a", k", qg"]. The problem with these labialized 
sounds is whether the labializing agent is coming from a vowel or not. Having not 
found any clear internal evidence in the language that the labial ["I was coming 
from a modified vowel, we concluded this was simply a modified consonant and as 
such one unit. Moreover, labialized sounds act as syllable onset just as 
prenasalized sounds, aspirated sounds and affiicates. 
5.2.1.5 ' Palatalised sounds 
The data contain palatalised sounds 
a) n-J% 'to slice' 
b) p'iiip'c 'red' 
The palatalised sounds above are [$SI. The problem here was similar to that of 
labialized sounds. That is whether the palatalisation was coming from a high vowel 
or not. However, the palatalisation in consonants can be generalised. It is observed 
that all palatalised sounds are followed by the mid-high mounded front vowel [e]. 
5.2.2 Vowels 
At the level of vowels, the interpretation problems were with the seemingly 
existence of nasalised vowels and the statues to be given to long vowels. 
5.2.2.1 Nasalised Vowels. 
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Cir2mb5 exhibits nasalised vowels as below. 
a) tilh?h ‘buttocks’ 
b) miti& ‘tadpole’ 
c) ti& ‘pit’ 
4 P3 ‘weavil’ 
e) &i ‘where’ 
The data above contains nasalised vowels [ 1 E, e _ ,  2 1. The problem with 
these vowels is whether they are a sequence of vowel and nasal or just nasalised 
vowels. Nasalised vowels could be heard in the speech of some native speakers. 
This however was established to be a sequence V + N. We however observed that 
nasalised vowels were a fast speech phenomenon. 
5.2.2.2 Long vowels. 
Long vowels are attested in C i b 5  as shown below 
a) ncEik66 ‘when’ 
b) pbp66r6 ‘slowly’ 
c) kw55JiG ‘pity’ 
d) flhii’ 
e) f i ? w  ‘evening’ 
f) fitl6iJ ‘wait for’ 
‘=si </< > r  4 
The data above, shows samples of long vowels found in the language. These are 
[ii,oo,Ii,33,] that is from (a-e). The problem with these vowels was to be 
considered as single vowels or geminates as they are written. These vowels 
however, always constitute a single syllable nucleus when they occur in a word. 
We took them to be geminates and not a cluster of vowels. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
ORTHOGRAPHY AND GENERAL CONCLUSION 
6.1 Orthography 
An orthography is an established system of principles for reading and writing a 
language. It comprises all the conventional rules for reading and writing a 
language correctly. In this section, we discuss the orthography we propose for 
Cidmb5. The c i r b b 5  orthography proposed here is in conformity with the 
General Alphabet of Cameroonian Languages (Tadadjeu and Sadembouo, 1984), 
which was adopted in 1979 by the National committee for the unification and 
harmonisation of the alphabet of Cameroon languages. What we call orthography 
here, is simply an orthography proposal because it has not been tested on the field. 
The orthography proposal here comprises five sections: consonant graphemes, 
vowel graphemes, tone diacritics, orthographic rules and an illustrative text. 
6.1.1 The alphabet-consonant graphemes 
There are 35 consonant graphemes in the Cidrnb5 alphabet. A grapheme can be 
one, two, three or more letters, which represent a single sound as part of the 
alphabet of a language. The‘35 consonant graphemes in cirkmb5 are grouped 
- 
~ ir,t 
under monographs, digraphs, and higraph. - 
’4 
The monographs are one-letter graphemes. They are listed below. 
“P, t, k, g,’, f, m, n, IJ, c, j, 1, r, Y, w, h ” 
As can be seen above, Cirknbj has 17 consonant graphemes which are 





































The series of. consonant monographs in CirLmb5 represented above, are directly 














Semi-vowel ijl lwl 
If we compare the phonemes and the monographs above, we make two 
observations. The fist  one is that the same symbols are used to represent some 
phonemes and their monograph graphemes this is the case with lpl, It/, M, Id, 
lfl,~,ld,lnf,lgl, 1, lrl, Iwl which are respectively represented by the letters “p, b, 
t, k, g, f, h, m, n, g, 1 , r, and w” 
The second observation is that some monographs and the phonemes they represent 
are different symbols. The glottal stop i?l is represented by the letter ‘”” (the 
apostrophe). The voiceless and voiced affricates /ts/ and /d3/ are represented by 
the letters “c” and ‘2” respectively. The palatal semi-vowel /jl is represented by 
‘L 77 . y m accordance with the General Alphabet of Cameroonian Languages. 
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The Cirkmb5 consonant digraphs are shown below : 
-, 
" ph, pw, tw, kw , fw, nwmb, nd, gg, ny, sh,gh,w, ts, nj, Qk". 
As shown above, CXimb5 has 1 6  digraph consonant graphemes in the 
alphabet. Digraphs are two letter graphemes. These digraphs can be 




































The digraphs above represent the P A  sounds shown in the chart below, 
Place. of 
hcuia t ion  
Bilabial 
of articulation 























If we compare the digraphs above and the phonemes above, we observe that some 
digraphs have phonological motivation, that is, they exist as a result of the 
4 phonological process. Labialized sounds constitute digraphs because they are 
kw, nw, written with a following glide, for example the digraphs "pw, tw, 
~ ~ w , a n d f w "  represent the labialized phonemes Ip", t", k", n", gw f " l  - 
respectively. The digraphs written with "h" as a second letter in .- the sequence, like 
"ph" represent aspirated phonemes, /phi. @graphs with a prenasal like "mb, nd, 




Some digraphs are identical with their affricate phonemes for example “ts” 
represents Its/. Some digraphs represent single phonemes like the case “sh, gh and 
ny” which represent is, y, JI / respectively. 
C i r h b 5  has two trigraphs in the alphabet. Trigraphs are three letter graphemes. 
These trigraphs are listed below. 
“ggw, shw” 
These trigraphs above can be represented in a chart as below. 
articulation 
Pre- velar 
palatal , of articulation 
Fricative shw I 







When we compare the trigraphs and the phonemes.we can say that trigraphs are 
+provoked solely by the process of labialization, as they all end with the 
_/ 




We conclude this section on consonant graphemes by presenting the 35 consonant - 
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ChirJ . ‘.green snake’ .$“ 
! , ,’., .>.t ’; -, . ) pfighfi ‘they’ , 





Yj’j  ‘riches’ 
IJ”ii?li ‘book’ 
?Jgw5 ‘all’ 
n-sh“6y ‘to tell’ 
6.1.2. The abhabet - vowel graphemes 
- 
There are 18 - vowel letters in the cir3rnbj alphabet. These letters are listed below. 
‘CT 1, e, E, i, B, u, a, a, 0,3 ii,ii, ee, uu, aa, aa, 00,33” 
As seen in the list above, Vowel letters in ciSmb5 are monographs or geminates.. 
These monographs and geminates, can be represented as below 
4 
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The monographs and geminates above correspond to the phonemes below. T 
Front Back 
Of articulation Unrounded Unrounded round round 
High li lid lil hi/ Id lul luul 
Half-High Id l e d  lo1 tool 
Half-low l E t  la1 Isal 131 1331 
Low Id laat 
When we compare the monographs and phonemes above, we find that the vowel 
graphemes correspond identically to the vowel phonemes. The vowel letters in 
fact are purely phonemic. We conclude this section on vowel graphemes by 




















‘beg’ . , . ’ ,  
‘stones’ 
‘ha& C 




, .  
~? 






















6.1.3 Tone markings 
LI 
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IjlCiiq-J ‘to remove feathers’ 
ndd6g ‘hot’ 
mbiiri ‘to pack‘ 
nd6rC ‘to hide’ 
&tJ% ‘ mouth’ 
ri- tJ 6Cj ‘wait for’ 
There are five tones marked in the C i h b 5  alphabet. 
These five tones include three level tones and two contour tones as shown 
below. 











We conclude this section on tone markings by illustrating each tone with a word as 
below. 
tone diacritic word gloss 
fii ‘moon’ 
b) I“ ” Si ’ ahead‘ 
‘reach’ ii-CElJ 
“ ,>> a> 
” 
‘r>i 
,-, - c> 
d) “ “ ” lJgwkJgw0gEghii ‘all of you’ 
e) ghi? ‘time’ “ A>> 
6.1.4 Orthographic rules 
In this section, we summarise rules that can help in the easy readability of 
Ci&mbi.%his orthography is phonemic in the sense that the letters or letter sounds 
are based on the phonemes in the language. 
As far as consonants are concerned, read consonants as they are phonemically 










when it occurs before “e” 
[11 6 k 5 ] 
when it occurs before “a” 
[nkbWa] ‘banana’ 
when it occurs before “i“ 
[.Eind”i] ‘hippopotamus’ 




e) Read “ S h  as Ir‘l when it occurs before open and 
mid-open vowels 
Example ISlii’Y ---+ 0‘ 1’4 ‘today’ 
f) Read “,Y” as WI when it occurs before open and 
mid-open vowels 
Example /gg6ny2/ --+ [gg6~&1 ‘ridge’ 
g) Read “nd” as [nd”] when it occurs before “i” 
Example I n N  --+ [nd”i] ‘clothes’ 
h) Read ‘3” as W3Jl when it occurs before “a” 
and ‘‘E” 
Example I i i  -j 31 [ii -d3’ 21 ‘xylophone’ 
i) Read “t” as [PI when it occurs before “0” 
’ example lt6nd61 + [P6nd3] ‘roof 
j) Read “nj” as [ndg ] when it occurs before “e” 
example lnj i5 -nd5 I--+ [nd? E - nd5] ‘room’ 
k)Read “nd” as [ndj] when it occurs between two vowels 
example /&A/ -+, [&& ] ‘chimpanzee’ 
1) Read “g” as [ g ’  ] when it occurs before “e” 
example / g E  I - [gjE] ‘to lie’ 
m) Read “k” as &’I when it occurs before “e” 
Example Ij-kd - [j-k’e] ’squeeze’ 
n) Read “p” as [p‘] when it occurs before ‘<e’’ 
Example /piip&/ -+ Ip’iipiq ‘red‘ 
0) Read ‘3’’ as [d3”] when it occurs before front vowels 
Example lfigg + u”icji] ‘duck‘ 
p) Read “p” as j3-J when it occurs before ‘‘3’’ 
Example / p 5 l  ---+ P31 ’hand’ 
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The above (16) orthographic rules capture the reading of phonetic 
realisations that do not feature in the orthography. 
6.1.5. Illustrative text 
The text that follows illustrates the alphabet in 6.1.3 and the orthographic rules in 
6.1.4. 
An'i mb66 1395'6 i d  pB mhyk fi'6 k M  p3 
once there year ago the animals had feast sky 
k"im5ggh 16 & n j  kBy3n hg'iig yi shi I'c&J p j  
tortoise not know means of he will reach sky 
B f66 p5& mbjph misEi 5 gh2 gg3 nceg p3, 2 
He borrowed feathers from birds He time that reach sky he 
c6 riyi rii gg"5gg"gghIgh~ pighg ti5 d m 6  6 
name name as all - of - you when bring food he 
piy6 IJB B yi g3? pi ricu gh B yi ggW3ggwhgliigh3 
ask that it belong who They said thatit belong all - of - you 
kW'm2ggii 3 ggw3g m6 p'ghj nti ggw3 1B'b t6'vi ph 
tortoise ate all food all drink all drinks, alone The 
m i s E  pighi twii Ij-kw6 ggw3g p& p3& piighb mb5yti 
birds vex neck took all the feathers their from him 
nj6 p'inknfi nkflighfi kw'mFiggh lkk5 fhghii gii pflghii 
start return them tortoise beg them that they 
cii Gggw8e h6"O m6w p6p6r6 t5riisfii'6g fl piighii cii 
tell wife put things soft Yard his They told 
rilrJg"i% pi@ h 6 ' 6  phgg3'3 t5rhliiY6g yii ii gh5 
wife instead put stones Yard his he time 
ndipj, gga jksuJ6 p&ggj'3 6 shinti gkhii y5 6 
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skip sky fell on stones then broke back his it 
chiy’l gh6 shu’t, r ~ k k i  k”imQg8 p5fE shin2 
that why today back tortoise is broken 
The literary &anslation of the illustrative text above is as shown below. 
Once upon a time, the animals had a feast in the sky. The tortoise did not know 
how to get to the sky. He borrowed feathers from birds. When he arrived the sky, 
he named himself all -of - you. When food was brought he asked “whose food is 
it”. They said, “it is for all - of - you”. He ate all the food alone. When drinks 
were brought, he asked “whose drinks are these?’. They said, “These are for all of 
you”. He ate the food and drank all the drinks alone. The birds became angry and 
took all their feathers from the tortoise and started returning home. The tortoise 
pleaded with them to tell the wife to put soft things on his yard. They told her 
instead to put stones on his yard. When he skipped, he fell on these stones and 
broke his shell. That is why today the tortoise has a cracked shell. 
GENERAL CONCLUSION 
I We set out in this work to describe the phonology of Cidmbj using the structural 
phonology theoretical framework. We made a phonetic inventory of 68 phonetic 
sounds and 5 tones. These 68 phonetic sounds included 50 consonants and 18. --- 
vowels. The phonetic tones ,included three level tones and two contour tones. 
- > ’  
,-:> 
- 
After analysing the phonetic 
the phonemes, we came out with 
sounds ..-, or 
contrastive sounds are divided into 35 consonant phonemes and _iS vowel 
phonemes. 
centour knemes. 




I 93 31.c. 
After establishing the 53 contrastive sounds and tonemes in Cirhb5, we went 
M e r  to propose an orthography for Cirhb5. This orthography consist of 35 
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